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Plantronics backbeat fit earphones

Limited Warranty Terms Headset Warranty Service Plantronics is part of history; the Federal Aviation Agency selected the lightweight headsets as the standard sole provider for air traffic controllers in the mid 60's. Neil Armstrong's first words on the moon were transmitted through a Plantronics headset.The company's new product, the $129.99
(about £81.73, AU$149.84) BackBeat Fit, is specifically designed for the perspiring athletic types out there, including "sweat proof" P2i coating that protects from any potential moisture malfunctions.At 0.8 ounces, its lightweight and flexible enough to go unnoticed but detailed with a reflective finish for runners' safety in the night. It also comes with
a threaded case that can be strapped to your arm, holding your iPhone or smaller Android device in place.So how does it hold up?DesignThe electric blue accented headband is rubbery, with one side smooth and the other grainy. If it weren't for the seemingly vulnerable plastic ear buds, the whole headset could be tossed around. The durable and
flexible rubber lining is built for rough workouts. The band has a reflective surface, assuring safety for runners in the dark.Even if you have a large head to the point where you need a prescription hat, the device isn't going to fit. The band is lax when wrapped around the back of your head, enough to create a one-inch gap of space; running creates a
slight bobbing sensation.Despite the loose strap, BackBeat Fit's ear buds fit securely and comfortably in place, with the ear-hooks contorting perfectly around the ears' helix. The headphone's soft rubber tips look alien in appearance but slip gently in the ear, fitting without intrusion.The secured slot for the microUSB jack is nicely placed in a hidden
compartment on the rim of the right ear bud. There's a slit for your fingernail to pull it up from its rubber cover.Sleek buttons on the outside housing of the ear buds control everything from volume to Bluetooth pairing. On the outside housing of both ear buds are two buttons: one large enough to take up the whole surface area, and another tiny
protruding button on top of it. You'll tap the little button on the left ear bud to up the volume - hold it down to lower it; press the big surface button on the left ear to pause and play, hit it twice to skip a song. If you get a call, the large button on the right ear pushed once picks it up.The pouch that comes as a holder for the headset can be inverted
inside out and be used as an arm band and soft case that you can tuck and zip up your iPhone in.Plantronics also tries to conserve the BackBeat Fit's battery. When it's out of range of your tablet or phone, it goes through its "DeepSleep" power-saving hibernation mode. The BackBeat Fit will last two weeks on standby, with eight hours of listening time
and six for talking.Audio qualityThe maximum volume feels "safe" - it's good enough for most, but it's limited to those wanting ear splitting audio. High intensity work outs like running to Electric Light Orchestra's "Twilight" weren't loud enough to be able to get into the "zone." There is enough sound bleed to maintain situational awareness.Despite
limited volume, there are very little problems pertaining to the quality of sound. Bass, mid and treble frequencies were all perfectly balanced, giving a full spectrum of rich, beautiful audio. Those wanting heavier thumps of bass may find that other headsets deliver more powerfully due to the BackBeat Fits lacking low-end frequency.Voice call quality
is standard; not extremely crystal clear, but audible enough to hear your caller.Occasionally, if you listen closely, the Bluetooth connectivity may drop for a fraction of the second. I found that getting really close to my iPhone caused a bit of confusion with the device, as if it comprehended that level of proximity to be, at times, unfathomable. The more
frequent you use the device, the less this will happen, and the more it will become adjusted to the distance.We likedThere is no doubt that the BackBeat Fit delivers outstandingly on battery life, a true reflection of the quality that Plantronics delivers. Even after two days of being left on standby and occasionally used for music, I was still able to play
music at full volume for eight straight hours.The full array of audio is beautiful and bursting with a full spectrum of sound for each track. This makes up for the lack of a hard-hitting bass and a capped volume.The very flexible and rubbery material of the entire headset is incredibly durable and gentle. The small detailing of the reflective strip that aids
in visibility when its dark out is an appreciated subtle touch.We dislikedThe constant bobbing of the cord that wraps around the back of your neck isn't very comfortable. The only thing that secures the headphones was the over-the-ear hook and buds implanted in your ears themselves.The Bluetooth connection disconnected twice randomly; I had to
re-sync the device in my iPhone 4's settings. This may be a result of first time use or my old phone, but it's recommended to keep your BackBeat Fit close by (or in the same room) to avoid any potential drops in connectivity.For some, the button functionality may take some time to learn. It would be nice to have a more dedicated volume up and volume
down button, versus the singular button for volume control.Final verdictThe $129.99 price tag is steep, but shows in the high quality audio output for songs, the immense battery lifespan and the durable and flexible material of the headset itself.This is a Bluetooth headphone set that is made for the athlete. If you're more focused on your workout than
the potentially annoying bobbing and slack from the back of a loose band, this may be for you; the secure fitting of the ear hooks and nestled tips will keep the headset in place otherwise.Albeit rather basic, the reversible carrying case that transforms into an armband phone sleeve is a nice touch of the overall package of the headset, great for those
on the go that need to secure their phones.The biggest selling point of the BackBeat Fit seems to be the investment in the longevity of the product itself; it's definitely a headset that feels as if it can last for years. It boils down to asking yourself the following question: are you willing to accept a durable Bluetooth headset with beautiful sound and
super charged battery life despite its high price point, weak bass and an unwieldy strap?TODAY'S BEST DEALS © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates EDIFIER W830BT Black Bluetooth Over-Ear Headphones... Bluetooth Over-Ear Headphones, Deep Bass, Rechargeable Battery 95Hours Playback, 1500Hours Standby, 3.5mm Cable Features:
??? 40mm neodymium drivers deliver rich, deep bass ??? Bluetooth ... a personalized fit, and rotates ... JBL T110 In-Ear Bluetooth Headphones - White... Pure Bass sound of a single charge, these versatile headphones feature a 3-button remote and a built-in ... * JBL headphones * Model: T110 In-Ear Bluetooth Headphones * Colour: White * Pack
contents: * Headphones * Ear tips ... CCO/Free-Photos/Pixabay Do you feel like there’s something a little bit off when you return home from work every night? If that’s the case, and sifting through furniture stores catalogs isn’t doing the trick, you may need help figuring out which furniture fits your style. You may have visited local used furniture
stores to put together the overall look of your home. While it’s possible to create beautiful interiors with that approach, is that indeed your style?Don’t be Afraid of Colors and PrintsWhen you’re trying to find furniture that fits your style, start with the colors and prints you love. Grab a throw pillow or color swatch and see how the room can be brought
together with that starting point. If you love rustic or urban prints and colors, check out the urban home furniture store or pallet furniture store for inspiration and ideas. If that doesn’t seem like your style, check out baers furniture store or the dump furniture stores for more inspiration.Mixing Styles UpOne of the most significant things about finding
your style is that there are no rules. If you want to mix modern with vintage pieces because you love those styles, it isn’t against the rules. The trick is finding a way to balance the room, so they make sense. Bring in plants, framed prints, and accessories to help create harmony. Check out home zone furniture store and levines furniture store for
modern and chic furniture ideas. You can find vintage furnishings at most any surplus furniture store that carries second-hand pieces.Don’t Forget to Look for QualityEven though shopping for furniture is pricey, especially when looking at big-ticket items including couches and beds, quality is essential. You may be tempted to head to places like an
amart furniture store, aarons rental furniture store, or fair price furniture store, but these merchandisers tend to carry subpar quality pieces. Instead, think of longevity. Because you’re investing in pieces of furniture that will last years, paying a higher price is worth it in the long run. Therefore, looking at higher quality pieces at retailers including a
gardner white furniture store or hobo furniture store may be optimal.Agree to DisagreeIf you’re living with a spouse or partner, the two of you may have very different decorating tastes. Therefore, it may take some compromising regarding furniture styles. They may want leather while you prefer microfiber. You may prefer light and neutral tones
while they want dark or bold colors. Finding a balance is possible if you introduce small amounts of each of these styles into the room. For example, a leather ottoman with a neutral tone microfiber couch that’s dressed up with bold print toss pillows and dark toned throw blankets. MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET
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